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(7,586 words)

Abstract

In November 2012, then Secretary of Defense Carter signed Department of Defense
Directive 3000.09 Autonomy in Weapons Systems, which stymies the development and
fielding of artificially intelligent autonomous lethal weapons systems. While that policy
may be appropriate for weapons systems that presently exist, inhibiting their future
development will place the United States at a significant tactical, operational, and
strategic disadvantage in the future. This paper will examine the current pace of
technological development, forecasts on how those trends may continue, the nascent
development of automated killing machines, projected development of those machines,
objections of governments and non-governmental organizations, and implications of
either DoD Directive 3000.09 or future directives which may be even more restrictive.

Implications of U.S. Ban on Artificially Intelligent Automated Killing Machines
Once a new technology rolls over you, if you're not part of the steamroller,
you're part of the road.
—Stewart Brand1
In November 2012, then Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter signed Department
of Defense (DoD) Directive 3000.09 Autonomy in Weapons Systems, which stymied the
development and fielding of artificially intelligent autonomous lethal weapons systems.2
While that policy may be appropriate for weapons systems that presently exist, inhibiting
their future development will place the United States (US) at a significant tactical,
operational and strategic disadvantage in the future. While the directive is not a
complete ban, based upon public comments made by the former Secretary of Defense,
such a ban is possible in follow-on directives. This paper will examine: the current pace
of technological development, forecasts on how those trends may continue, the nascent
development of Artificially Intelligent Automated Killing Machines (AIAKMs), projected
development of those machines, objections of governments and non-governmental
organizations, and implications of a more restrictive DoD Directive 3000.09 (or future
directives). Based upon these implications, recommendations will be proposed on how
the US may better take advantage of the forthcoming change. It is critical, however, to
start with an understanding of how quickly things are changing.
In 1965, Intel engineer Gordon Moore observed a trend with respect to increased
speed and capacity of silicon microchips, with a corresponding decrease in cost, energy
use, and size. This observation, now known as Moore’s Law, has been the “golden rule”
for the electronics industry ever since.3 Moore’s Law states that “the number of

transistors on a [micro]chip roughly doubles every two years.”4 The increase in
computational power is matched by a reduction in production cost, and size.5
Moore’s Law has held for more than 50 years, but there are some who believe
that this pace can only be sustained for another five years.6 There are three principal
factors contributing to the end of Moore’s Law. First, developers noted that once a
chip’s features were smaller than 90 nanometers there was significantly increased heat,
which could not be dissipated effectively to maintain the circuits. Second, as circuit
features shrink below 14 nanometers (less than 10 atoms wide), quantum principles
begin to make them unreliable. Third, the machinery necessary to make continually
smaller circuits is cost prohibitive to produce. This has curtailed the growth of individual
circuit clock speed since 2004. Developers have since compensated by creating parallel
processors, but those too are reaching design limits due to a phenomena known as
electron leakage (meaning that electrons jump across circuits).7 There are, however,
some who believe that when Moore’s Law reaches its end, something new will come
along to replace it.
Dr. Raymond Kurzweil is among a growing group who believe that there will be a
successor to Moore’s Law, and he points out that Moore’s Law had its own
predecessors. Dr. Kurzweil has posited that Moore’s Law is the fifth in a series of
paradigms related to the development of computational power. “Kurzweil’s Law”
expands upon Moore’s Law and posits that there is actually “an exponential growth in
the rate of exponential growth” of computing power, and when the fifth paradigm
concludes, it will be replaced by the next. Kurzweil’s Law, when applied to the period
from 1900 to 2000 demonstrates that through the previous paradigms, calculations per
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second per $1,000 has increased from approximately 0.000001 (or 1 x 10-6) to
approximately 10,000,000 (or 1 x 108), or a staggering gain of 10,000,000,000,000 fold
(or 1 x 1014) (see Figure 1).8

Figure 1. Moore’s Law as the “Fifth Paradigm”9
The “sixth paradigm” of computing that Kurzweil’s Law proposes has yet to take
on a definitive form. In his 2005 book The Singularity Is Near, Dr. Kurzweil describes
forms including nanotube circuits, and biological computers as possible contenders.10
Others have pointed towards the promise of quantum computing as the silicon chip’s
successor. Quantum computers can theoretically perform at several orders of
magnitude beyond the silicon chip by processing quantum bits, or qubits, vice the bits
that current silicon-based computers use. Whereas a bit can only have a value of 1 or 0,
a qubit may have values of 0, 1, neither or both due to the quantum mechanics
phenomena known as superposition.11 Determining the form of the sixth paradigm is
beyond the scope of this paper, however, the acceptance of a sixth paradigm is a
3

fundamental assumption supporting this paper. The sixth paradigm is a necessary
enabler to develop an artificial intelligence (AI) that can perform better than the human
brain.
The processing power of the human brain is not an easy thing to measure, and
there is no consensus on a precise figure. An internet search for “how many
computations per second can the human brain do” will yield figures between 1 x 10 14
and 1 x 1016. In 2011, the Scientific American published an article that placed the
computational power of the human brain at 2.2 billion megaflops (or 2.2 x 10 15
calculations per second).12 That figure is roughly consistent with Dr. Kurzweil’s
hypothesis that the required computational power to equal a human brain would be 1 x
1016 calculations per second, which takes into account the human brain’s parallel
processing efficiency and other advantages not present in a computer. 13 This paper will
use the assumption that 1 x 1016 calculations per second is the requirement, as it
appears to be the most conservative. If the trends noted earlier with respect to Moore’s
Law and subsequently Kurzweil’s Law are extrapolated, then it is clear that a computer
will achieve the 1 x 1016 calculations per second required to have the same calculation
power as the human brain. This is not an original thought – in 2005, Dr. Kurzweil
posited that this would take place around 2025.14 Subsequent to 2025, the expansion in
computing power will continue.
Dr. Kurzweil has stated that by 2025 a computer with capacity equivalent of the
human brain will cost $1,000, and that by 2035 the human brain equivalent will cost 1
cent.15 The trend continues through the 2040s when it is predicted that a single
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computer costing $1,000 exceeds the computational ability of the sum total of the
human race (see figure 2).

Figure 2. Exponential Growth of Computing Power into the 21st Century16
Even if the dates are affected by a mild slowing during the shift from siliconbased computers to the sixth paradigm that Dr. Kurzweil described, the trend is clear - it
is reasonable to believe that there will be computers that exceed the computational
capabilities of the human brain within a relatively short time. Calculations per second,
however, are not the only measure of what it will take to have true AI. To gain an
appreciation for true AI, it is necessary to consider the nature of human intelligence.
When viewed through an evolutionary perspective, human intelligence supported
survival of the species by ensuring that human beings had the wherewithal to find food,
avoid predators, mate, and protect offspring. As humans evolved, and language
transformed societies, the brain too evolved to add capabilities. In this regard, the brain
could be considered an “ultra-sophisticated – but special-purpose computer.”17 If
5

considered in this context, then there are some parallels to be drawn between human
brains and computers with respect to how each system runs and processes information.
The makeup of how a computer runs can generally be broken down into two
categories: information and rules that are a part of the computer, and the software that
is loaded onto the computer. The information and rules are the Basic Input/Output
System or BIOS. The BIOS sets the conditions for how a computer operates by
ensuring that devices are connected and working properly, that the memory and other
systems are running, and then turns over operation of the computer to software. 18 From
there, the installed operating system, such as Microsoft Windows or Apple iOS, takes
control of the computers operations. Thus, a computer operates on a mixture of hardwired instructions and software. Similarly, human intelligence operates on a mixture of
hard-wired instructions and software; in very simple terms, the BIOS is akin to human
instincts and automatic nervous system behaviors, and the software is akin to learned
behaviors. Drawing this parallel further, learned behaviors are analogous to “IF-THEN”
statements in computer software. Within this analogy, it is possible to examine how
many “IF-THEN” statements a human being processes per day and propose what it
might take to create an equivalent AI.
A precise number of “IF-THEN” decisions made by human beings per day would
be impossible to calculate, but there are many scholarly articles that estimate that
human beings make 35,000 conscious decisions per day.19 Some of these decisions are
important, and some are trivial. One Cornell University study suggests that adults use
over 200 of those decisions simply on what to eat.20 For argument’s sake, 35,000
decisions per day will be used as an assumption for the number of decisions needed to
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reach human-equivalent AI. However, there is clearly more to comparative intelligence
than simply numbers of decisions….for if that were the threshold, computer software
would have reached human-equivalent AI decades ago. There is a multiplier that
empowers those 35,000 human decisions to be more effective: pattern recognition.
Human beings use pattern recognition, or heuristics, to speed decision-making.
This is learned behavior. The more times a human being sees something, the faster he
or she will resort to the heuristic, thus multiplying the value of one of the 35,000
decisions made each day. The process is effective, but has limits. When human beings
are confronted with a wholly unknown set of conditions, decision making slows.
Moreover, when a familiar set of conditions are presented but a key element is
overlooked or ignored, the heuristic may yield an incorrect decision. These limitations
aside, heuristics have multiplied the value of the 35,000 daily decisions to a great
extent. AI researchers have recognized this in several fields of application, but this
paper will focus on the fields of neural networks and machine learning.
Neural networks have been developed based on models of how a human might
approach a task through pattern recognition, with the first attempts beginning in the
1950s.21 Modern day neural networks are enhancing or replacing human decisionmaking, and some researchers believe that this advancement will soon permeate
everyday life.22 Neural networks are already employed or under development to power
self-driving automobiles, run facial recognition in surveillance systems, enhance
multiplayer video games, and translate languages.23 The field of Deep Learning
combines neural networks together to allow for a parallel structure that can tackle
abstract data. Contemporary examples of deep learning AI include Google’s DeepMind,
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which defeated a world-class Go champion, and IBM’s Watson, which won the game
show Jeopardy.24 While those systems aren’t on par with a human mind, they are
nonetheless impressive and offer a glimpse of the possible.
When the capabilities of current deep learning AI systems are projected into the
future using Kurzweil’s Law, it is clear that not only will an AI equal the decision-making
capacity of the human mind, but will soon thereafter greatly exceed it. Combine this with
the fact that computers can transfer information, or learned behavior, between each
other in a manner that human beings cannot replicate. The result is that pattern
recognition, which takes a human being a complete childhood and adolescence to build,
could be rapidly shared across tens of thousands of systems. An added benefit is that
this learning would not be lost when the human dies. This could result in a continually
building pattern recognition database shared across neural networks, and that could
rapidly exceed the sum total of any one human being’s observed patterns.
Despite the astonishing cognitive potential of future computing systems, some
might argue that this advancement would never result in true intelligence. While defining
(or defending) what is or isn’t truly intelligence exceeds the scope of this paper – it is
also immaterial to the conclusions. In the end it will come down to a machine being able
to process – by several orders of magnitude – more “IF-THEN” statements than
humans. Compounding this fact, systems will be making the right connections, pattern
recognition, from the increased amount of information observed. At this point, machines
will be able to make faster and better decisions than human beings. The decisions may
be potentially better because the machines will be able to consider a wider number of
options in a shorter period of time, and not be limited by bias. The likely discussion
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about whether or not an AIAKM has genuine intelligence will be immaterial. AI will have
access to vast information that it can process at incredible speeds, such that a human
being will be unable to compete. While AI is the key enabler, an AIAKM still needs the
weapons portion. Current weapon systems are already fielded, or under development
to fulfill that requirement, and other forms that haven’t even been considered yet are
sure to come. Further, while an AIAKM has yet to be introduced to the battlefield, the
effort to decrease human presence in direct combat, and replace them with machines
has been underway for several years.
The US 2001 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) set goals for the DoD
to acquire unmanned air and ground vehicles. Specifically, it mandated that “by 2010,
one-third of the aircraft in the operational deep strike force air fleet are unmanned,” and
“by 2015, one-third of the operational ground combat vehicles are unmanned.”25 Of
note, the ground combat vehicles described were associated with the now defunct
Future Combat Systems (FCS) program. Nonetheless, the 2001 NDAA represented a
significant step forward towards AIAKM development.
Eight years later, in 2009, the United States Air Force (USAF) published the
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Flight Plan 2009-2047. This flight plan detailed the
way ahead for USAF UASs for over three decades, and contained actionable
information affecting Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Education,
Personnel, Facilities, and Policy (DOTMLPF-P).26 The flight plan stated that the use of
“UAS are compelling where human physiology limits mission execution” due to factors
such as “persistence, speed of reaction, [and] contaminated environment.”27 The
document was more than just a future concept; when it was published it reflected
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nascent practice. By August of 2009, just three months after the flight plan was
published, it was reported that the USAF annually trained more pilots to fly UASs than
to fly manned aircraft.28 While the flight plan did not provide an in-depth discussion on
AIAKMs, it did describe “Auto [Target] Engagement” capabilities emerging between
fiscal years ’25 and ‘47 (see Figure 3), and stated that “[a]ssuming legal and policy
decisions allow, technological advances in artificial intelligence will enable UAS to make
and execute complex decisions.”29

Figure 3. The USAF’s Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Flight Plan 2009-204730
UASs got a head start, and have remained ahead in both development and
fielding when compared to Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs). The nearest ground
equivalent of the USAF’s UAS Flight Plan was the Future Combat Systems (FCS)
program, however, in the same year that the USAF published its UAS Flight Plan, the
Army’s FCS program was terminated.31 The FCS program featured an extensive line of
10

UGVs including the Armed Robotic Vehicle (ARV) and the Multifunctional
Utility/Logistics and Equipment (MULE). Prior to FCS’s cancellation, the ARV underwent
several promising tactical demonstrations with various models between 2004 and
2008.32 The MULE (see Figure 4) came in transport, countermine and assault support
models, and survived the 2009 demise of the FCS program, only to be terminated in
2011 citing cost and technology immaturity.33 The termination of FCS was, by no
means, the end of UGVs, but does highlight the principal challenge they must overcome
– operating on the ground has more variables that operating in the air. Efforts to
overcome those challenges are still going on.

Figure 4. Lockheed Martin’s Multifunctional Utility/Logistics and Equipment (MULE)34
As recently as 2016, the United States Marine Corps (USMC) experimented with
Qinetic’s Modular Advance Armed Robotic System (MAARS) (see Figure 5) as a part of
a future infantry battalion.35 MAARS can be armed with a machine gun, and a grenade
launcher, and is equipped with various sensors; all of this is mounted on a small tracked
chassis.36 MAARS could conceivably take the place of a machine gunner or other
11

ground combatant, but requires a remote operator. In this regard, MAARS, like the
MULE, the ARV and existing UASs are not AIAKMs. Existing UASs and UGVs are “man
in the loop” systems, meaning that they require a remote operator and cannot make
their own decisions. There are, however, recent developments towards integrating AI
with unmanned systems.

Figure 5. Qinetiq’s Modular Advanced Armed Robotic System (MAARS)37
In November of 2016, Russian weapons developers claimed in open press to
have a robot, dubbed ‘Flight’ that could automatically detect and engage human-sized
targets at ranges in excess of four miles.38 Not to be outdone, the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has claimed that it is actively pursuing projects
advancing AI with the ultimate goal of creating a sentient machine.39 Plans are even
reportedly underway to develop drone wingmen to accompany manned F-35 and F-22
aircraft, and will be controlled in part through AI built into the aircraft.40 This
development is somewhat ironic, given that the frail human beings piloting advanced
aircraft are a limiting factor with respect to flight performance. Regardless, it is clear that
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many are working on taking advantage of the capabilities AI can bring to weapons
systems. This progress is, however, not without its detractors.
In April of 2016, Human Rights Watch and Harvard Law School’s International
Human Rights Clinic jointly issued a call on all states to ban weapons that did not have
“meaningful human control” (meaning control over the selection and engagement of
individual targets, not simply offering criteria to the weapons system and allowing it to
make its own decision). Both organizations suggested that nations should become
signatories to international law prohibiting fully autonomous weapons, and adopt
national laws prohibiting the same.41 Some nations preceded this call with action.
In June of 2013, the Parliament of the United Kingdom (UK) held hearings on
“Lethal Autonomous Robots”, and although the members of Parliament recognized that
nations possessing such capabilities would have a significant advantage over those
who didn’t, they elected to affirm that the nation would not seek acquisition or
development of such capabilities.42 The UK’s position was reinforced by Foreign Office
Minister Alistair Burt in a subsequent interview where he stated “The UK has unilaterally
decided to put in place a restrictive policy whereby we have no plans at present to
develop lethal autonomous robotics” and adding that “we do not intend to [formalize]
that in a national moratorium.”43 The UK had this debate a year after US DoD policy was
established.
In November of 2012, the US Secretary of Defense signed a directive entitled
Autonomy in Weapons Systems. That directive stated that “[a]utonomous and semiautonomous weapon systems shall be designed to allow commanders and operators to
exercise appropriate levels of human judgment over the use of force.” 44 While the
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directive doesn’t ban the weapons systems outright, it does place significant restrictions
on them that all but rule out the use of AI to independently make life or death decisions.
The policy specifically states that semi-autonomous systems must not attack targets
that have not been previously selected. If the system should have lost communications,
the system can be used for: the defense of static installations and “manned platforms”,
and, they may use “non-lethal, non-kinetic force” applied “against material targets.” All
systems not meeting these criteria must be individually approved by the Undersecretary
of Defense for Policy, the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and
Logistics, and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.45 This policy, has been
surrounded in controversy within the DoD.
In August of 2016, Frank Kendall, Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition,
Technology and Logistics raised concerns that the US may be hobbling itself in future
conflicts by insisting on human control over weapons systems. Mr. Kendall’s concerns
are at odds with Robert Work, US Deputy Secretary of Defense, who stated that in the
future humans must be working with machines, but Mr. Kendall expressed sincere
doubt that “human-machine teaming is superior to machines untethered to human
judgment.”46 This public display of difference in professional opinions was likely the
cause of follow-on commentary by the Secretary of Defense.
In September 2016, Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter stated to reporters that
while the US was actively pursuing AI, that it would never unleash “truly autonomous
killing machines,” emphasizing that “whenever it comes to the application of force, there
will never be true autonomy, because there’ll be human beings (in the loop).”47 The
public back-and-forth on autonomous weapons leaves room for ambiguity and debate. It
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could be argued that DoD Directive 3000.09 was never intended to ban the
development of AIAKMs. One could argue instead, that the directive was intended to:
provide guidance for development; provide political top cover while developing
controversial weapons; and, require explicit approval to move forward with the
development of specific weapons systems. Letter and intent of DoD Directive 3000.09
aside, it is conceivable that public opinion will generate sentiment supporting a more
restrictive follow-on policy in the US. As such, this paper will interpret the former
Secretary of Defense’s words as the basis for an assumption that there is a long-term
intent and potential to prohibit the development of AIAKMs. It is also worth noting that
the public back-and-forth within the DoD is also echoed by influential individuals outside
of the department.
In 2015, Elon Musk and Stephen Hawking called for “a ban on offensive
autonomous weapons beyond meaningful human control” citing fears that the weapons
might fall into the hands of terrorists, be used to subdue populations, or even be tasked
with committing genocide.48 While those calling for a ban seem more numerous,
AIAKMs also have proponents. Georgia Tech Professor, Ron Arkin, in an April 2016
interview with National Public Radio pointed out that while the on-going debate was
important, the benefits or the potential benefits of AIAKMs should not be overlooked.
Arkin stated that “they can assume far more risk on behalf of a noncombatant than any
human being in their right mind would” and that they “can potentially have better
sensors to cut through the fog of war. They can be designed without emotions such as
anger, fear, frustration – which causes human beings, unfortunately, to err.”49 Professor
Arkin is a proponent, and strikes at the heart of the matter – human beings are fallible.
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To demonstrate just how fallible human beings are, it’s worthwhile to examine an
experience common to most adults – driving. Over the two previous decades in the US,
the average number of people killed annually in automobile accidents is approximately
33,000.50 94% of those deaths have been attributed to human error. 51 During the three
year period from 2013 to 2015, the National Highway Transportation Safety
Administration (NHTSA) recorded an average of over 6 million police-reported crashes
annually resulting in over 2.3 million injuries in the US.52 Despite these statistics, nearly
everyone has likely heard someone say, “There’s no way a computer will ever be a
better driver than me.” And yet, Google’s self-driving vehicles “have driven more than
500,000 miles without a crash attributable to the automation.”53 That is an accident rate
of 0.0%, and accounts for 0 fatalities and 0 injuries. While fatal motor vehicle accidents
in the US have been in steady decline since the mid-1960s where they peaked at over
50 fatalities for every billion miles traveled, as of 2013 there were still approximately 10
fatalities for every billion miles traveled.54 That steady decline, while positive, is poor
when compared to the NHTSA’s report which noted that in Tesla automobiles, the crash
rate dropped 40% after the automatic steering feature was introduced.55 A RAND
corporation study published in 2016 concluded that self-driving vehicles would lead to
“substantial reductions in crashes and the resulting human toll.”56 It appears as though
systems operating AI well below the threshold of human intelligence are already making
better decisions than human beings, at least when it comes to driving. In addition to
making better decisions, artificially intelligent vehicles are not subject to the key
contributors to distracted driving identified by the NHTSA, namely texting, cell phone
use, eating, grooming, reading, watching videos or adjusting the radio.57
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Many of the same human beings who drive cars in the US also serve in its armed
forces, and carry with them the same fallibilities that make them risky drivers. While
some might argue that it is a bit of a stretch to compare combat with driving, it could be
argued that both are executed largely through human pattern recognition and there is
room for error when human beings encounter previously unrecognized patterns, draw
bad conclusions from incomplete observations, are scared, are fatigued, or are
distracted. It is difficult to determine exactly what percentage of battlefield errors can be
attributed to each of these categories, but there is some data that offers at least
anecdotal evidence that the parallels are valid. During the 1991 Gulf War, 35 of the 148
Americans killed lost their lives to friendly fire. The Gulf War was not an isolated incident
– in 1758 Colonel George Washington killed 13 friendly British troops in a firefight
during the French and Indian War; Stonewall Jackson died from wounds after being hit
by friendly fire; during the Vietnam War, American helicopters killed American soldiers
on Hamburger Hill.58 Other undesirable outcomes such as panic, fear, commitment of
atrocities, and more can be tied to human fallibility. The US will continue to face these
outcomes as long it avoids proceeding forward in deploying AI in its killing machines in
the same manner it appears to be headed with self-driving automobiles.
In the near future it is likely the machine will be able to best the human being on
the battlefield. Regardless, arguments are still made that manned-unmanned teaming is
the optimal way ahead. This is thinking is flawed and sub-optimal. It presumes that the
human will always provide added value to the machine, irrespective of the time required
to add this value. That may be true in the short term, but it is logical to assume that the
human being will eventually be an impediment, and the manned-unmanned team of
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human and AI will be bested by a pure AI – the human being will take too long to offer
meaningful input. Keep in mind, Kurzweil’s Law predicts that if you are year behind in
development, your adversary might have AI orders of magnitude more powerful. Given
this, it is appropriate to anticipate that there are significant implications of banning the
development of AIAKMs.
The first implication of is that the US is will likely lose battles (or perhaps even a
war) against a peer competitor who elects to field AIAKMs in significant numbers. As
discussed earlier, the hardware to kill is already deployed, and if coupled with AI, it is
difficult to conceive how an American soldier, sailor, airman, or Marine could possibly
overcome a force so equipped. Moreover swarming drones, nano-machines, or other
emerging technology, coupled with AI make the prospects for a human on a future
battlefield even more daunting. The argument that human creativity and intuition will
somehow always be able to overcome the machine has been proven wrong time and
again. The machine has bested chess masters, Jeopardy contestants, and world-class
Go players. It has already demonstrated a statistically significant ability to drive better
than its human counterpart. Therefore, the US must pay close attention to near peer
competitors, such as China and Russia, that possess a significant industrial base, have
demonstrated proficiency with AI, and have national interests and goals that are at odds
with those of the US. In such a contest, the best equipped American Soldiers will find
themselves as incapable, irrelevant, and outclassed by AIAKMs in a fashion similar to
the battleship during the Second World War when attacked by aviation.
The US will find that “man-in-the-loop” systems remain susceptible to hacking
and would operate at a distinct handicap against a “closed loop” AIAKM. The “closed
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loop” system could operate with far fewer, if any, signals inputs because onboard AI
would be making its own decisions, and storing necessary information on board. The
world has already witnessed the susceptibility of “man-in-the-loop” systems to hacking.
One reported instance of hacking was reported in 2009 when the Iranian military
successfully jammed the communications of an RQ-170 Sentinel. The Iranians hacked
into the drone’s Global Positioning System (GPS) software and hijacked the aircraft,
ultimately landing it in Iran.59 This incident prompted Professor Todd Humphreys at the
University of Texas to explore whether or not Iran’s claims were feasible. “Using
equipment costing less than $2,000”, he was successful at replicating Iran’s claims, and
did so in the presence of representatives from the US Department of Homeland
Security.60 One internet source quotes the unit cost of the RQ-170 at $6,000,000.61
Assuming that the unit costs are even remotely close to that figure, a $2,000 investment
in countermeasures provides a very good return against a “man in the loop” system.
The US military is likely to recognize that it cannot sustain this cost differential and must
address this vulnerability.
With respect to cost, the US may find that it can no longer afford the personnel
costs associated with the contemporary all-volunteer military. AIAKMs will likely be
cheaper to field and sustain than human combatants. Former Secretary of the Army,
Eric Fanning, estimated that 10,000 soldiers costs roughly 1.6 billion dollars annually (or
$160,000 per soldier) when considering recruitment, construction, equipment,
modernization, and other indirect costs.62 A 2014 article (which appears to be consistent
with many other articles) by George Mason University’s Mercatus Center points out that
ballooning personnel, healthcare, and retirement costs will continue to consume an
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increasing and unsustainable portion of the DoD budget.63 Military personnel costs in
fiscal year 2014 consumed nearly a third of the DoD budget (see Figure 6). In contrast,
AIAKMs will not need to be recruited, housed in barracks or government housing,
receive medical care, or collect retirement after twenty years of service.

Figure 6. Mercatus Center’s Analysis of the 2014 Department of Defense Budget.
Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, and Marines are also expensive if they are killed in
combat. Serviceman Group Life Insurance (SGLI) death benefits are $400,000.64
Additionally, a death gratuity payment is $100,000.65 There are also a myriad of other
costs involving: funeral honors; programs to support surviving family members; and,
recruiting and training a replacement. USA Today recently ran a story citing the cost of
20

the average Improvised Explosive Device (IED) at $416.66 A quick internet search will
show that an AK-47 can be purchased (in the US) for $529, and a box of 640 rounds of
7.62mm x 39 ammunition can be purchased for $149.67 Adversaries of the US may be
acquiring these weapons for even less, but this cost is illustrative of the financial
differential the US is trading when it loses service members in combat. If the 16 years of
sustained combat operations that the US has engaged in since September 11th is
indicative of years to come, the financial costs of human combatants is not sustainable.
By contrast, there are already robotic human analogs that are cheaper than the costs of
the service member described above, although they may not be as capable as a soldier
yet. Kawada Industries produces the Humanoid Robot HRP-4 (see Figure 7), which can
perform many of the tasks that a human being can, and costs $300,000.68 Given
Kurzweil’s Law, it is reasonable to believe that the cost will come down, and the future
versions of HRP-4’s capabilities will increase. If developed into an AIAKM, this is a
viable means to offset the financial costs associated with the death of human
combatants. Human costs, however, are not just associated with loss of life.
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Figure 7. Humanoid Robot Series HRP-469
The US may also potentially forgo the cost savings that AIAKMs could provide
with respect to sustainment. AIAKMs don’t need to be given drink, fed, immunized, or
exercised while waiting for a conflict to start – they can be kept in storage. Moreover,
organizations supporting an AIAKM-equipped force could be smaller and more efficient
that those supporting contemporary human formations. The AIAKM-equipped force
would consume significantly less food and water, assuming that AIAKMs replace the
majority of combat personnel. The AIAKM-equipped force would logically experience far
fewer casualties or diseases, therefore it would require far less medical personnel and
materiel support. If equipped with contemporary weapons, the AIAKM-equipped force
could be more accurate than human soldiers, thus requiring less ammunition and fewer
weapon system repair parts. The AIAKM-equipped force may likely require more repair
parts, batteries, and other unique items to keep the machines running; but, given likely
efficiencies, it seems reasonable that this would represent an overall decrease in the
logistical requirements of the force. An argument could be made that an AIAKM force
would require significant maintainer support, but this forgoes the likely development of
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self-repairing systems, other machines that might conduct repairs, or disposable
AIAKMs. The opportunity for cost reductions is compelling.
Adversaries of the US are increasingly aware of what it costs to project power,
and some have already adopted cost imposing campaigns against the US. In 2004, Al
Qaeda (AQ) leader Osama Bin Laden clearly articulated this awareness when he stated
that his organization was pursuing a “policy in bleeding America to the point of
bankruptcy.”70 The AQ leader went on to cite examples including the September 11
attacks costing AQ less than $500,000 to conduct, as well as previous success against
the Russians in Afghanistan with limited expenditure on equipment.71 If an AQ analog,
or a nation state were to attempt a similar cost imposing campaign in the future, the US
economy might not be able to withstand the impact. However, the financial impact of
such a campaign would only be part of the story.
The US may find that it could no longer find an appropriate quantity or quality of
personnel to field the all-volunteer military. Without the AIAKM to compensate for this
shortage, the US may have to lower accession standards or even resort to a draft to
mitigate the risks. Since the 1980s, there has been a decline in propensity of Americans
to want to join the military. A 2009 Strategic Analysis Incorporated study on recruiting
the all-volunteer force showed that youth propensity towards military service has
declined (see Figure 8). The inability to find sufficient qualified personnel for enlistment
was also expressed as a concern in 2015 by a DoD official responsible for military
accessions, noting that propensity to enlist had fallen by 27 percentage points, and
attributed the decline to a “lot of media coverage of the military over the last 10 years
[that] has highlighted wounded warriors, sexual assault and some of the negative
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aspects of military service.”72 If the US is forced to resort to a draft to fill its military
ranks, the sentiment of the domestic population will weigh more heavily on its decisions
to go to war or conduct military interventions, especially against AIAKM-equipped
adversaries.

Figure 8. Youth Propensity for Military Service has Decreased Significantly73
The US may find decreased domestic acceptance for loss of American lives,
especially if the population recognizes that other nations are sending AIAKMs and not
sending their sons and daughters to war. Moreover, if adversaries are equipped with
AIAKMs, there may be loss of confidence in the US military’s ability to win, which may
likely in-turn decrease the willingness of the population to support a conflict. In AIAKMequipped nations, warfare may become further removed from the population as they
have fewer visible reminders of the cost of war. In contrast, the US media coverage is
likely to increase on Americans wounded or killed by AIAKMs. This increased media
coverage is likely to increase visibility of the cost of war, which may further undermine
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domestic support for conflict. At some point, Americans will ask why the nation should
risk their sons and daughters when other nations do not. Popular support may similarly
decline if it appears that the fight against AIAKMs is unwinnable. Loss of popular
support will limit US freedom of action, especially when a conflict is not related to a vital
or existential national interest. Second order effects of this phenomena may place
existing US mutual defense treaties at risk, which in turn may jeopardize the existing
international system and world order. If a NATO partner is attacked by, and defends
itself with, AIAKMs, will the US be willing to commit human soldiers to fulfill treaty
obligations? Failing to fulfil treaty obligations could jeopardize US military leadership
worldwide.
The US may find itself in the unenviable position of being the junior partner in an
alliance when an ally fields forces consisting of more capable AIAKMs. Since World War
II, the US has enjoyed the position of being the senior partner in treaties and alliances.
This leadership may be: explicit, such as in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) where the US still holds the senior command billet; or implicit, such as the
series of alliances throughout the Pacific where the US is the de facto lead. Fortunately,
this has been a natural fit since the US has had the more powerful military in these
relationships. If the US, however, bans the development of AIAKMs and its allies do not,
it may find itself as the less capable partner or unable to fulfill its treaty obligations.
Some alliance candidates in the Pacific that may be able to assume the leading role as
a more capable military include the Republic of Korea and Japan.
Both the Republic of Korea and Japan have robust economies, aging
populations, and a cultural affinity for robotics. In 2014, Samsung Electronics produced
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the SGR-1 robotic machine gun for service on the Korean De-Militarized Zone. The unit
costs $200,000 and was immediately put into service.74 While fielding this weapon may
not be representative of the future AIAKM, it does demonstrate a willingness to take
nascent steps. Today, Japan is devoting great sums of money to researching robotics
for geriatric care, and that investment is projected to increase substantially over the next
twenty years.75 While geriatric care is not a weapons system, much of the technology
may have some applications that can be easily militarized once perfected. Given current
investments, it is conceivable that both of these countries would continue to develop
these types of weapons systems, and do not appear to have any prohibitions on
creating AIAKMs. Keeping in mind the mutual defense treaties that the US has with both
countries, it is conceivable that the US could find itself obliged to commit its young men
and women whilst either Japan, or the Republic of Korea, could commit machines.
Ironically, the roles and missions of the machines may be of a lesser value. Additionally,
the US soldiers may not be able to effectively work alongside AIAKMs.
The US may experience interoperability challenges as allied forces modernize
their organizations with AIAKMs. Contemporary US command and control systems are
designed to interface within a human being’s effective span of control and
organizational paradigm. AIAKMs may have an increased span of control, and radically
different organizational paradigms. There is no current necessity for individual AIAKMs
to hold rank or positions of authority based upon seniority or time in service; rank or
position of authority may be a foundational argument when allied military forces interact.
Additionally, given the likely processing capabilities of AI, it may not be effective or
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efficient for allied AIAKMs to interact with US forces composed of human beings or
manned/un-manned teams.
Another significant implication of a US ban on AIAKMs is the potential that
adversaries employing AIAKMs capability may be able to place the US nuclear
deterrent at risk without fear of reprisal. Artificially intelligent swarms of nano-machines
might approach undetected and pierce the ventilation system of Intercontinental Ballistic
Missile (ICBM) silos, and then, either kill the silo crew or damage critical portions of the
missile. Those systems could inflict similar damage on American bombers. Artificially
intelligent nuclear powered attack submarines could conceivable follow American
ballistic missile submarines indefinitely, as they wouldn’t need to surface for food
replenishment, crew swap or other constraints that manned submarines have. Given
enough time, the artificially intelligent attack submarines could potentially conduct a
coordinated attack to destroy this final arm of America’s nuclear trident. If a coordinated
attack was conducted on all three portions of the trident, this could leave the US
vulnerable to a nuclear strike without a second strike capability and the Mutual Assured
Destruction (MAD) of an adversary. In this regard, a US ban on AIAKMs could represent
an existential threat.
The implications of a US ban on autonomous weapons are nearly all negative.
Based solely on the nuclear scenario, the risk of not developing these systems is too
high. Efforts to reach international consensus to ban AIAKMs may prove far more
difficult than preventing nuclear proliferation; nuclear materials are traceable and can be
detected. Further, the technologies involved with AIAKMs also have commercial
applications that may make detection and compliance more difficult to define and gain
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international agreement. Even if a treaty can be developed, the barrios to entry are
much lower for AIAKMs than they are for nuclear weapons. Non-state actors may be
able to develop AIAKMs below the radar of international detection. With these
implications in mind, a national strategy must be developed to effectively align the ends,
ways, and means related to AIAKMs.
The Secretary of Defense should consider immediately rescinding DoD Directive
3000.09 Autonomy in Weapons Systems, which prevents the development, testing and
employment of autonomous and semi-autonomous systems “that can independently
select and discriminate targets.”76 Alternatively, the Secretary of Defense should
encourage the development of these systems and enact policies that support their
adoption. Further the US should gain and maintain the lead on development of AI. If it is
not politically feasible to rescind the policy due to public sentiment, then the DoD should
focus on supporting dual-use applications of AI that could be rapidly ported over to
support future killing machines. This approach, however, is sub-optimal because it risks
not having the AI capability on hand when it is needed. An argument could be made that
the nation could develop this capability once it enters a protracted war. This argument
is flawed because an AIAKM-equipped adversary may win the war before the US has
the opportunity to fight a protracted war. Setting policy in place now, could lay the
groundwork for what should be a massive, but precedent, undertaking to support the
future defense of the nation in a new kind of warfare.
In 1939, German physicists learned to split a uranium atom. Two years later
scientists convinced the US President that the destructive potential of the atomic bomb
was so incredible that $2 billion dollars and 120,000 Americans were devoted to
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developing the first atomic bomb by 1945.77 Had the Axis powers developed the atomic
bomb first, the Allies may have lost the war. The destructive and revolutionary potential
of AI is possibly more impactful than the atomic bomb. Therefore, it is recommended
that the Nation invest heavily in research and development to ensure that the US is the
first nation to gain and maintain the lead on true AI – this could be a project on the same
scope and scale as the Manhattan Project. The parallels between the atomic bomb and
AI are ominous. Whichever country achieves deep AI first will achieve a marked, and
possibly unrecoverable, advantage over everyone else on the planet.
The previous Secretary of Defense, Ashton Carter, initiated proposals for publicprivate partnerships with Silicon Valley technology firms.78 It is critical that these nascent
efforts continue if the US is going to create a national effort for AI because the talent to
create AI is largely in the private sector. Google is already working on what some have
termed the “Manhattan Project of AI.”79 It is recommended that the DoD partner with the
companies like Google on these types of projects, if Google, et al are willing. If
commercial firms are not willing, then the US government should develop a “go it alone”
plan to develop the AI Manhattan Project. The imperative behind this is made clear by
an understanding of Kurzweil’s Law – if the US does not have the lead, then a
competitor with a year’s more research could develop an AI overmatch. Investment in
this type of project will be financially daunting, however, the risks or not doing so far
more discouraging. The DoD could also assume risk on modernization of other
programs that would become duplicative or obsolete when AIAKMs come to fruition and
offset some of the financial burden.
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While the future cannot be predicted with certainty, the trends described by
futurists like Dr. Kurzweil clearly indicate that technology will continue to increase in
computing power and decrease in cost. That trend may yield AI that, when combined
with lethal weapons systems, may leave the human being unable to compete effectively
against artificial intelligence automated killing machines on the battlefield. The potential
of AI represents a revolutionary change to the character of warfare, with only one clear
parallel – the atomic bomb. If the US elects to not participate, and more importantly
develop it first, it will find itself a victim of those who do. This is a challenge the Nation
cannot afford to ignore.
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